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Directions: Follow the instructions below to set up the game. Then read the “how to play”
directions and put on your glove and get to catching!

Glove Gone Wild
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Supplies Needed
Baseball Glove
Colored Tape
String & Tape
Scissors
Glue

Set
Up

Cut, Fold,
and Glue the

Dice together.
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Directions: Follow the instructions below to set up the game. Then read the “how to play”
directions and put on your glove and get to catching!

Glove Gone Wild

Set
Up

Cut out each baseball and tape
a piece of string about 2 feet long

to the back of the ball.
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Directions: Follow the instructions below to set up the game. Then read the “how to play”
directions and put on your glove and get to catching!

Glove Gone Wild

Set
Up

Cut out 4 tokens for each player.
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Directions: Follow the instructions below to set up the game. Then read the “how to play”
directions and put on your glove and get to catching!

Glove Gone Wild

Take your colored tape and make a circle on
the floor or table to make your game arena.
Grab your dice and a baseball glove or any
soft glove you may have around the house.

Set
Up

How
to

Play

         Have each player put their baseball
               inside of the circle, holding the opposite

            end of the string outside the circle. The
youngest player will be the catcher with the “glove”
and dice. If they roll a double then the catcher tries
to catch  as many baseballs by putting the glove
over top the baseballs still in the circle. As soon as
the doubles are rolled, everyone must pull out their
baseballs as fast as they can before being caught.
If your baseball gets caught then you must pay the
catcher with one of your tokens. After doubles are

rolled you pass the dice and glove to the player on
your left and they become the catcher. Continue

going around the circle taking turns being catcher.
Once you have no tokens left you are out of the

game. The player with the most tokens at the
end of the game wins!


